
Your Cloud-based Video Surveillance Solution



GoViewCloud
GoViewCloud is an intelligent, cloud-based video surveillance solution 
that allows you to manage IP cameras via PC, tablet or mobile phone 
with an Internet connection from anywhere in the world.

The solution incorporates, in the cloud environment, storage 
and monitoring tools to facilitate the management of your video 
surveillance equipment, with almost zero maintenance, as it is not 
necessary to depend on intermediate equipment.

Thanks to its simple architecture, GoViewCloud is able to connect an 
unlimited number of IP cameras to your security system with QR code 
technology. Automatically scan, link and add your video surveillance 
cameras to your GoViewCloud platform and turn your video 
surveillance system into a complete enterprise security platform.

With GoViewCloud, your company and employee data is secure in 
Azure, using the web browser of your choice and without requiring any 
prior infrastructure or software installation. Our solution adapts to any 
changes in your company, allowing you to plan and grow your video 
surveillance system without limitations. In addition, you can schedule 
recordings or even receive notifications on any device.



Generate recurring 
revenue with 
GoViewCloud

No need to invest in 
hardware

Easily add cameras to 
the cloud via QR code

Always keep your 
installation up to date



Why choose ZKTeco as a 
technology partner?

ZKTeco is one of the leading manufacturers in the security sector, 
supplying access control solutions, entry systems, video surveillance, 
time and attendance terminals and biometric identification devices (facial 
recognition, fingerprint, palm print) and RFID to its customers for more than 
20 years.

It employs more than 3,600 people worldwide in more than 50 subsidiaries 
around the world and 29 branches in China. ZKTeco has several 
development, design and innovation centres in Spain, India and in the cities 
of Dongguan, Xiamen and Dalian. At present, ZKTeco’s techniques and 
intelligent terminals have been
applied by most of the world’s top 500 companies, and its business has 
now spanned more than 100 countries and regions.

ZKTeco has been gaining global recognition since its inception and is 
focused on changing the world through technology together with its 
partners.



RESPONSIBILITY
Responsibility is the way we do 

things, taking responsibility for the 
consequences of our own actions or 

deeds.

INTEGRITY
The second is integrity and we can say that it 
is related to honesty, to respect for others, to 

firmness in the way of doing things.

BE REALISTIC
It is a term that means dealing with situations

and ideas in line with what is currently happening or 
what is happening in a real environment.

EXCELLENCE
It can be defined as a virtue or a 

quality of doing things with a quality 
above the norm.

Our values



Advantages for the partner

Always up to 
date

No surprises 
on the billSecure Control Intuitive



Secure

The GoViewCloud platform is hosted on 
Microsoft Azure, which performs copies of 
the automatic security system to ensure 
the protection and recovery of data. 

By not requiring any specific software or 
computer for management, we prevent 
any computer virus or hacking element 
from having the possibility of violating 
our installation and endangering the 
customer’s data. Benefit from free updates 
where security measures are also updated 
automatically. A safe and flexible solution 
for changes in the future.



Control

The GoViewCloud platform breaks with 
traditional NVR architecture. Basically, the 
solution allows video data to be monitored 
from virtually anywhere and without the need 
to install any special software.

It also allows remote management, by
This means that cameras can be configured, 
updated or serviced remotely, reducing the 
need for in-person visits.

The platform puts control at your fingertips at 
a time when teleworking is booming. You will 
be able to offer your services using the
tools developed to meet the needs of its 
customers.



Intuitive

Our cloud-based surveillance system is 
developed to be an intuitive and user-
friendly tool for the installer, where the 
implementation, configuration and 
control of the platform is done in a 
simple way with easy to follow steps.

The GoViewCloud video surveillance 
platform is a solution that allows 
partners to manage all their installations 
at a glance, with the ability to store, 
screen and manage visual data using the 
service.

Additionally, you can easily add ZKTeco 
cameras to your installation by scanning 
the QR code that will automatically link 
the platform with the different cameras 
required.

Take advantage of the various training 
and support tools that ZKTeco provides 
to its partners, with the guarantee of 
a leading manufacturer in the security 
sector.



Apart from updates, bug fixes are 
also done in the background, so that 
a high level of security and usability is 
guaranteed within the platform and you 
can provide the right service to your 
customer.

Subsequently, do you require new devices 
to be added to the installation? No 
problem. GoViewCloud can be adapted 
and expanded whenever you want, 
reducing management time with your 
customer. The system grows with your 
organisation and is future-proof.

Forget about keeping an eye on operating 
system versions, browsers
or other applications that over time 
require updating and lead to compatibility 
problems.
Always up to date so you can focus on 
your business.

Always up to date
Thanks to cloud technology, the GoViewCloud platform is updated in the background, 
ensuring that your installation is always updated to the latest version. In addition, being in a 
web environment, the new functionalities that ZKTeco develops will be included so that you 
can use them automatically once they have been implemented on the platform.



No surprises 
on the bill

Thanks to the GoViewCloud platform, 
you will always have predictable 
costs due to the purchased service. 
There are different types of service 
storage where you pay only for what 
you need.

Low upfront investment required 
by eliminating video recording 
devices (NVRs) and easy access 
to the different types of chambers, 
providing full transparency of the 
associated costs to its customers.
Predictable costs for planning your
business with no surprises on the bill.
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